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I can create a variety of persuasive sentences.

Today we are going to explore writing different sentences that we will use in our writing for tomorrow. Our aim 
today is to try and make our sentences as exciting as possible. 



BOYS sentences
A BOYS sentence is a two part sentence. The first part of the sentence 
always ends in a comma and the second part starts with a coordinating 
conjunction – but, or, yet, so

BOYS 
conjunction

Example:

We can do all sorts of things to help the issue of plastic waste, but we 
cannot carry on doing nothing. 

Write your own persuasive BOYS sentence using the above structure. Make 
it link to our idea of trying to reuse plastic. Underline the BOYS conjunction 
you use. (but, or, yet, so)



2A sentence structure

A 2A sentence type has two adjectives before the first noun followed by 
two more adjectives before a second noun. 

Example:

It’s a sleek, colourful purse with the useful, large space for all your things.

Write a 2A sentence about the plastic product you created yesterday. 

Two adjectives 1st noun 2nd nounTwo different 
adjectives



2 Pairs Sentence

A 2 pairs sentence begins with 2 pairs of related adjectives. Each pair is 

- Followed by a comma

- Separated by the conjunction ‘and’

Example:

Eye catching and colourful, large and spacious, the Hold It bag has the ability to 
carry everything you would ever need it’s the ideal bag.

Write a 2 pairs sentence about the plastic product you created yesterday. 



If, if, if, then sentences

If, if, if, then sentences are a great way to sum up the main ideas in your 
writing. They are made up of three dependent clauses. 

Example:

If we act quickly to find new ways to use plastic, if we start buying 
products such as the Hold It, if we try to reduce the waste, then we may be 

able to begin saving our planet and helping our environment. 

Write your own If, if, if, then sentence about plastic and your plastic 
product you created yesterday. 



Many Questions sentence

This is a useful sentence to introduce something in a persuasive 
advertisement. A many question sentence begins with a who, what, when, 
how, why, where, what if question. 

Example:

What if we could reuse that plastic bag? What if it could save the animals? 
Well this Hold it might just be the answer!

Write a many question sentence persuading people to buy your plastic 
product.



Imagine 3 examples sentence

An imagine 3 examples sentence can also be used at the beginning of a 
persuasive advertisement. This sentence always begins with ‘Imagine’.

You then give 3 examples of what it could be like. 

Example:

Imagine a world without the issue of plastic being thrown away, no animals 
getting hurt, no plastic in the oceans: we can achieve that world!

Write a imagine 3 examples style sentence persuading people about 
stopping plastic waste.


